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Introduction
Medication adherence and successful retention in medical care are major treatment concerns for 

adolescents living with chronic illness, but are especially important with Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (HIV) infection or acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) [1]. Non-adherence to 
HIV medications is defined as taking daily oral medication as directed less than 85% of the time and 
characterized by decreased CD4 cell counts and an increase in viral load count. It has been noted 
that even moderate non-adherence (<80%) is associated with the development of viral resistance, 
significant disease progression, and an increased risk of death [2]. This article reviews evidence-
based literature on improving adherence to HIV medical regimens, describes a pilot project, and 
offers suggestions from the literature, as well as from an interdisciplinary Pediatric HIV health care 
team.

The most effective treatment approach to HIV infection is highly active antiretroviral therapy 
(HAART), but greater than 95% adherence is required for optimal viral suppression [3]. This can 
be challenging due to multiple medications, frequent dosing, and significant adverse side effects 
including acid reflux, upset bowel, skin rash, and metabolic changes [4]. In one study, 56% of patients 
with viral load increase had recent episodes of incomplete adherence or interrupted treatment [5]. 
Since HIV is an opportunistic virus, any non adherence can lead to decreased efficacy of medications, 
greatly increasing the risk of opportunistic infections. ETA-analysis of adolescent adherence to 
anti-retroviral therapy (ART) found North America to have the lowest rates in the world with 53% 
adherence [6]. This is a major public health problems as out of the 610,000 individuals aged 15-24 
who were newly infected by HIV worldwide in 2016, 260,000 were adolescents aged 15-19 [7]. In 
2014, South Carolina had the 13th highest AIDS case rate among all U.S. States [8], with Columbia 
and Charleston in the top 50 metropolitan areas in the country [9]. The 2015 incidence of HIV/
AIDS cases in South Carolina was 40 cases per 100,000 youth between 13 and 19 years old with 
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Abstract

In transitional age youth living with HIV or AIDS, non-adherence (<80%) to anti-retroviral medication is 
associated with viral resistance, disease progression, and an increased risk of death. This feasibility study 
investigated the Maya MedMinder electronic pillbox and cell phone texting with personalized motivational 
interviewing strategies to improve medication adherence in non-adherent youth. Twenty patients out of 30 
identified as non-adherent by the Pediatric HIV team at the Medical University of South Carolina were approached, 
and 15 were recruited (Ages 12 to 20; 13.3% male, 86.7% female; 100% African-American). Following baseline 
MedMinder monitoring, subjects were randomized to intervention groups with reminder signals on or off. The time 
medications were taken was collected by the MedMinder, resulting in adherence scores. All were interviewed 
for readiness to change utilizing the Motivational Interviewing (MI) Stages of Change scores. Viral load and 
CD4 labs were scheduled every 6 weeks. Despite monetary incentives and personalized support, recruitment 
and adherence to the protocol was a challenge. Only 6/15 subjects completed the entire study scheduled for 
6-months .Stages of change scores revealed that those that transitioned to making changes had higher CD4 
percentages midway through the study. Challenges included missed appointments and labs despite efforts by 
text and phone to schedule convenient appointment times with participants. Device challenges included the 
large size of the MedMinder and faulty electronic signaling, especially from rural areas. The methodology was 
feasible with these patients. This small feasibility study highlights that technological tools to promote adherence 
and motivational enhancement strategies in teens and young adults who are non-adherent to HIV medication 
regimens can enhance biomarker outcomes associated with medication adherence.
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a prevalence of 100 cases per 100,000 in the same population [10]. 
All health care providers working with individuals with HIV aim to 
avoid an early demise due to medication non adherence, yet guiding 
a successful behavior change takes careful patient engagement, time 
and effective treatment planning.

One of the challenges in caring for these youth in South Carolina 
is that some are living in rural areas, making access to regular follow 
up appointments challenging [11]. There are also many self-reported 
personal barriers to adherence among children with chronic diseases 
including fear of being stigmatized or rejected by peers, lack of 
parental support or a “bad home life”, inadequate explanation of the 
importance of treatment by physicians, immature organizational 
and time management skills of the patient, and medication regimen 
complexity [11,12]. In a study investigating barriers to ART adherence 
in HIV positive adolescents, the most common barriers were simply 
forgetting to take the medication, not carrying the medication with 
them, and frequent changes in daily routine [13]. Similar challenges 
in adherence have been observed by this team. 

The best methods for improving HIV care and medication 
adherence include multifaceted interventions, namely ones that 
incorporate innovation, monitoring approaches, patient support, 
and HAART regimens [14]. Motivational enhancement strategies 
are known to improve medication adherence among adolescents. 
Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a patient centered intervention to 
help patients resolve ambivalence about behavior change emphasizing 
self-efficacy. In an MI framework, the clinician works collaboratively 
with the patient to explore and resolve any ambivalence about change 
[15]. MI empowers patients to make decisions that are consistent 
with important life values and/or goals. The goal is for the patient to 
see a discrepancy between their current behavior and what they value 
leading to the patient deciding to make a healthy change leading to 
a healthy behavior change. The clinician uses specific skills to evoke 
change and commitment talk, which has been shown to be predictive 
of actual behavior change [16,17]. MI has been effective in changing 
behaviors when used in HIV positive adolescent populations [18]. 
The use of technology to monitor daily medication adherence has 
the potential to be useful in concert with a cognitive motivational 
enhancement program, as it provides automated real time positive 
supportive text delivery [19].

Adolescents with HIV are a vulnerable population and often 
difficult to engage and retain in treatment. As such, a consistent, 
autonomous, and collaborative approach of MI is more appealing 
for adolescents. Attitudinal (i.e. perceived risk, readiness) and 
behavioral (i.e., self-monitoring) changes have been reported 
in several studies. MI coupled with patient assessment feedback 
(Motivational Enhancement Therapy- MET) provides patients with 
objective information that can help guide decisions about change. 
For example, knowledge about viral loads and CD4 counts can 
inform adolescents with HIV about decisions regarding medication 
adherence. Compared to standard clinic treatment, targeting risk 
behaviors with MI in adolescents with HIV (substance abuse, 
antiretroviral drug non adherence, and sexual risk behavior) has been 
shown to reduce viral load at 6 but not 9 month follow up [20]. In 
one study of 94 HIV positive youth who participated in at least two 
motivational sessions, demonstrated significant improvements in 
their readiness to change compared to control youth not receiving 
the intervention [21]. Another study compared a two-session MI 

interactive computer intervention to a two-session interactive health 
intervention in 76 HIV positive adolescents’ and changes in viral 
suppression and measures of adherence were better in the MI group 
[22]. In HIV positive youth ages 16-25, brief MI compared to wait-list 
controls showed greater reductions in unprotected sex acts and viral 
load [23]. These studies demonstrate that MI, whether delivered in 
person or via a computer, can be useful in an adolescent population 
who are at high risk for HIV treatment non adherence.

Rollnick [15] describes five main concepts for the clinician to 
remember when using MI: be empathetic, differentiate between the 
patient’s goals and the desired change in behavior, avoid arguments, 
work with any resistance instead of against it, and be supportive and 
optimistic that change is possible. From a clinician’s standpoint, one 
of the most difficult tasks to accomplish will be dedicating adequate 
time to the MI process, both immediately and long-term. In a single 
visit, interventions can take anywhere between five to thirty minutes, 
depending on the behavior being addressed and the needs of the 
patient involved. Additionally, in order to have the most effective 
change, MI is to be used as a continual process of communication 
with re-evaluation of the patient’s behavior. Unfortunately, most 
clinical settings are not set-up for utilization of these strategies or to 
allow for such dedication of time, making this a difficult intervention 
to implement. 

With that being said, MI has shown to be effective for behavioral 
changes, in a wide range of clinical settings [15]. Behavioral 
changes have been shown in use of Antiretroviral Therapy (ART), 
reduction of alcohol and drug abuse, asthma treatment using inhaled 
corticosteroids, nutrition and dietary intake, physical activity, 
and medication adherence [15,24,25]. In order for this method 
of encouraging adherence to be successful, the clinician needs to 
have a good understanding of who the patient is and have a good 
understanding of the patient’s perceptions in order to cater the 
treatment to the specific needs of that patient. 

Use of cell phone reminder calls to increase adherence in teens 
and young adults with HIV has been reported as acceptable and 
practical after some initial complaints [26]. The use of cell phone 
technology has the potential to have a global impact as a multisite 
randomized clinical trial of HIV-infected adults in Kenya, patients 
who received text messaging support had significantly improved ART 
adherence and rates of viral suppression compared with the control 
individuals [27]. Clinical research examining whether MI can be used 
over the telephone in addition to face-to-face encounters [28] found 
improvement in both access and availability of treatment, reaching 
those who might not otherwise have access and providing patients 
with more regular care (Table 1). 

mHealth

In addition to telephone reminders, utilizing wireless technology 
may be a viable approach to improve medication adherence by allowing 
clinicians to identify non-adherent HIV patients in ways other than 
just self-report and interact with these patients in real-time. Real-time 
interactions could also improve the patient’s general motivation and 
consistency towards overall health and well-being. Other advantages 
could be positively affecting biomarker levels and ultimately long-term 
clinical outcomes. Technology and electronic monitoring devices 
have been useful in increasing medication adherence among other 
patient populations [31]. A meta-analysis of adherence interventions 
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in adults taking prescription medications showed increased 
adherence by 14%, and that electronically monitored feedback had 
the largest mean improvement (p=0.02) [32]. Another advantage to 
using technology is the ability to implement real-time monitoring of 
medication usage with signal transmission to the provider team, so 
as to engage in therapeutic encounters with the patient at the time 
of non-adherence, rather than weeks or potentially months later at 
a clinic appointment [33-37]. Real time cell phone reminders have 
shown to have a positive impact on adherence rates [38]. Martin, et 
al. [39] monitored adherence of HIV positive youth and found that 
compared to interviews, electronic monitoring devices offered the 
most detailed adherence information. The Maya MedMinder is one 
such electronic medication monitoring system (www.medminder.
com) that features a series of reminder signals (blinking lights, chimes, 
phone call) set to a medication regimen schedule to alert the patient 
of medication times and to alert providers as well. The device records 
time stamps of each compartment opening and transmits the data 
via wireless cellular technology to the MedMinder central computer.

Purpose of this study

This pilot study was conducted to test the feasibility of a multi-
faceted approach to improve chronic illness medication adherence 
in transitional age youth with HIV. The goal was to use technology 
and evidence based interventions to reduce psychosocial barriers 
that might affect treatment adherence and progression in a clinical 
population of non-adherent, HIV positive teenagers. As with most 
pilot studies, this study was not designed for hypothesis testing, 
therefore safety and efficacy are not evaluated, only feasibility. 
Findings are discussed on the feasibility and success of recruitment, 
retention, implementation of adherence technology using MedMinder 
pillbox and cell phone communication motivational interviewing 
intervention, and ongoing assessment procedures over a proposed 
6-monthperiod with a 6 week follow up. Objectives of the study were 
to measure the impact of a) technologic support with the MedMinder 
and smart phone technology with motivational enhancement and 
measure changes in biomarker CD4 counts, CD4 percentages, viral 
load levels and changes in non adherent medication behavior.

Methods
Participants in this study were adolescents, ages 12-20 years, 

recruited from the Outpatient Pediatric AIDS Clinic (OPAC) at the 
Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC). Patients eligible for 
the study had a diagnosis of HIV for greater than one year, were 
prescribed 1-4 HIV medications, were identified by the OPAC clinic 
team as non-adherent with current medication regimens within 
the last year, had a detectable HIV viral load, and did not have 
other diagnoses which might prevent the ability to engage in the 

intervention. After OPAC staff identified non-adherent patients, a 
comprehensive EMR chart review was conducted. The PI, research 
coordinator, team nurse coordinator and peer advocate received 
motivational enhancement training from a certified trainer (TK).

The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional 
Review Board at MUSC. Participants and if applicable the caregiver 
received a full explanation of all aspects of the protocol and procedures. 
The patient and caregiver, if patient was under 18 years, were invited 
to participate voluntarily and written informed consent was obtained 
from each child’s parent/guardian or from older participants who 
could self-consent. Written assent was obtained from children ≥12 
years when appropriate. All participants were under the care of the 
MUSC OPAC clinic before and throughout the study. Caregivers and 
youth completed pre- and post-study behavioral questionnaires and 
each teen was interviewed to determine their score utilizing “Stages 
of Change” from the motivational enhancement literature [15]. Data 
obtained from the Maya MedMinder allowed Russel scores based on 
the timing of adherence to the prescribed medication regimen. 

Medication adherence measures: The Maya MedMinder

The MedMinder (model: Maya, MedMinder Inc., New ton, MA, 
USA) (Figure 1) medication tray uses an 110 V power source, has 28 
compartments (up to four doses daily × 7 days), and provides reminder 
signals through a cellular network to a Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act compliant server. Alarm reminders were off 
in Group A and on in Group B. If the reminders were on when the 
medication was taken, a blinking light from a specific dose compart-
ment activates. If the pill container is not opened, removed, and 
returned in 30 minutes, a loud chime activates for 30 minutes after 
which an automated personalized reminder message is sent via phone 

Figure 1: Model: Maya, MedMinder Inc., New ton, MA, USA.

Table 1: Stages of change [29,30].

Stages of Change Goal of Intervention
Pre-contemplation: The individual has not yet begun to consider change as an option. 
No personal “ownership” of problem behavior Raise doubts and increase awareness of risks and problems.

Contemplation: Initial recognition of problem. Ambivalence about change. Acknowledgement of ambivalence, evoking reasons for change and tipping 
the balance in favor of change.

Determination: Mind is made up to change, but individual does not yet actually do it. Recommendation of treatment options and arranging follow-up visits or 
referral.

Action: Behavior is actually changed, but individual does not yet feel comfortable. Ongoing support
Maintenance: New behavior requires less conscious effort. Relapse is an ongoing 
possibility. Positive reinforcement and strategies to prevent relapse.

http://www.medminder.com
http://www.medminder.com
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call or text message. Group A did not have blinking light or chime 
reminders. For Group A and B, the medication tray dates and time 
stamps each sequence when one of the compartments is removed, 
and sends the information wirelessly to the cellular network in real 
time. Failure to open the compartment after 90 minutes triggered an 
automated email message to the study coordinator.

Following enrollment, the Maya MedMinder pillboxes were 
programmed to fit with taking medications according to each 
participant’s lifestyle and medication regimen. The set up was 
conducted in the clinic setting utilizing the online log in and settings 
at www.Medminder.com. The PI or the research coordinator gave 
instructions for how to use the MedMinder effectively and gave 
printed instructions to take home with a contact number to call 
should problems arise. Phone texting of time medications were taken 
was allowed in case the participant was not home or if a pill was 
removed early from the MedMinder to be taken on time at a location 
other than home. Each patient verbally acknowledged that he/she 
understood the information collected would be monitored weekly. 
Each machine was tested to ensure it worked properly before the 
participant could take it home. For medication adherence scoring, the 
time stamped data from the MedMinder and/ or phone texting data 
were collected. All usual team resources (Pediatric infectious disease 
physicians, Nurse Coordinator, social worker, child psychiatry) were 
available for support including adult and teenage peer advocates living 
with HIV. Medication adherence levels for the intervention group 
from the MedMinder device were assessed using a modification of 
the Russell et al algorithm [40]. Participants were instructed that in 
order to be fully adherent, all medications must be taken within 90 
minutes on either side of the prescribed time (i.e., 3 hour window). 
Doses taken between 3 and 6 hours would receive a half score, and a 
missed dose was given a score of 0. The Russel daily scores can range 
from 0 to 1, with all daily scores averaged over the study length for 
adherence values [40].

All participants initially used the MedMinder for 4 weeks with 
the alert signals off to collect adherence baseline data. These 4 weeks 
allowed the study team to adjust the patients’ medication schedules 
if needed. During week 5, participants were randomized into one of 
the two interventions Group-A or Group-B; Group-A continued to 
use the MedMinder with the alert signals turned off(no sound) and 
Group-B had the alert signal settings turned on for the duration of the 
study. In addition to the alert signals on the MedMinder, Group-B 

received weekly phone call motivational interviewing sessions or 
positive reinforcement text messages from a trained study team 
member. Participants were given a smart phone to use if needed 
for this study. Weekly motivational interviewing incorporated 
participant concerns, goals for maximal medication benefits, and 
identification of potential barriers for medication adherence. Stages 
of change scores were obtained based on personalized dialogue. 

Following randomization, participants were scheduled to return 
to clinic every 6 weeks for blood work appointments. Blood draws 
were done at MUSC or at a standardized and approved laboratory 
and analyzed for HIV viral load count, and CD4 count. Protocol 
feasibility was tested using self-report, retention rates and recruitment 
rates. Compensation was provided for adherence to the appointment 
schedule, for study completion and for returning of equipment. 
Feasibility, acceptability, tolerance and adherence procedures 
data were collected from all participants. Data were collected from 
regularly scheduled OPAC appointments and via electronic medical 
records (Table 2).

Statistical data analysis

For this pilot study, we aimed to test feasibility of the Maya 
MedMinder pillbox and utilization of cell phone technology to 
improve adherence and to obtain pilot data on the efficacy of the 
intervention (i.e. trends toward improvement in adherence) rather 
than confirmation of a hypothesized differential treatment effect. The 
data were captured and managed in a REDCap online secure database 
[41] and data analysis was conducted using SAS v9.3. 

For medication adherence analysis and scoring, we collected 
the time stamped data from the MedMinder and adjunct texting 
data. Analysis utilized Russell et al. adherence rate formula [42], 
which incorporates time of actual openings of the MedMinder and 
scheduled times for medications. Daily scores for each medication 
included a range from 0 to 1 (for example: 1=day dose: 0=didn’t take 
it; 0.5 =taken within 6 hrs of scheduled time; 1=taken within 3 hours 
of scheduled time). Cumulative adherence rate across the month was 
calculated using this formula. 

Primary statistical analyses were conducted for feasibility 
measures, including statistics involving medication adher ence 
data, and results from the Stages of Change and Russel scores using 
averages and standard deviations. Recruitment and retention rates 
were also measured. Demographics were described using means 

Table 2: Scheduled study protocol timeline.

Study Visit #: 
Week #

Procedures for Group A  
(MedMinder with signaling off)

Procedures for Group B  
(MedMinder with signaling on)

Study Visit 1:  
Week 1

IRB approved Informed Consent and HIPAA was reviewed and signed. 
Behavioral assessments given. Subjects assigned a Maya Medminder 
set-up according to individual medication requirements; all reminder 
signaling off to collect baseline measurement. Subjects had initial blood 
draw for labs.

IRB approved Informed Consent and HIPAA was reviewed and signed. 
Behavioral assessments given. Subjects assigned a Maya Medminder 
set-up according to individual medication requirements; all reminder 
signaling off to collect baseline measurement. Subjects had initial blood 
draw for labs.

Study Visit 2:  
Week 5

Subjects had 2nd blood draw. Subjects randomized to either Group A or 
Group B. Group A subjects continued to use the MedMinder with the 
reminder signaling off, and received regular clinical care.

Subjects had 2nd blood draw. Subjects randomized to either Group A or 
Group B.
Group B subjects began the intervention: Medminder reminder signaling 
turned on (flashing light, alarm sound, reminder phone call) and 
received weekly motivational interviewing sessions.

Study Visit 3:  
Week 11 Subjects had 3rd blood draw. Subjects received regular clinical care. Subjects had 3rd blood draw. Continued interventions.

Study Visit 4:  
Week17 Subjects had 4th blood draw. Subjects received regular clinical care. Subjects had 4th blood draw. Continued interventions.

Study Visit 5:  
Week 23

Subjects had 5th (final) blood draw and final behavioral assessments 
given. Subjects returned Medminder to study staff.

Subjects had 5th (final) blood draw and final behavioral assessments 
given. Subjects returned Medminder to study staff.

http://www.Medminder.com
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Results
Demographics

Thirty patients were identified under the age of 21 as being non-
adherent. Twenty patients with a clinical history of non adherence 
were approached for enrollment in this study between 2011 and 
2012; fifteen were successfully recruited (13.3% male; 100% African-
American). Seven patients were lost to care and could not be recruited. 
For 3 participants, child protective services were involved and 
therefore not eligible for the study. At least two families had ongoing 
substance use concerns and it is suspected that this is why they 
refused the study. Three participants withdrew before randomization 
at least partially secondary to the size of the Medminder. For analysis, 
we considered only the 12 subjects, ages 12-20 years (mean age 
17.1 +/- 2.6), who remained in the study past randomization. After 

Table 3: Participant demographics (n=12).

n %
Gender

Female 9 75%
Male 3 25%

Race
African-American 12 100%

Reporting Caregiver
Self 5 41.6%

Biologic parent 4 33.3%
Legal guardian (adopted) 3 25%

Infected
Behaviorally 4 33.3%
Congenitally 8 66.6%

Table 4: Mean percent adherence by intervention.

Study Group N Adherence Variable N Mean Adherence Std Dev Minimum Maximum

Group A (Control/signals off) 6

Adherence between Visit 1 to 2 6 39.10% 41.7 1.4 90

Adherence between Visit 2 to 3 5 35.90% 43 2 98

Adherence between Visit 3 to 4 3 43. during6% 40.5 7.1 87.2

Adherence between Visit 4 to 5 2 55.30% 57.5 14.6 96

Overall adherence during study 6 26.80% 35.5 2.3 93.4

Group B (Intervention/signals on) 6

Adherence between Visit 1 to 2 6 17.30% 17.4 0.9 44.6

Adherence between Visit 2 to 3 6 30.00% 37.5 2.8 96.4

Adherence between Visit 3 to 4 3 48.80% 30.6 27 83.8

Adherence between Visit 4 to 5 3 52.70% 49.6 1 100

Overall adherence during study 6 24.60% 25.8 2.9 69.3

and standard deviations. Secondary outcomes assessed longitudinal 
changes both within and between each group. These were examined 
at pre-intervention, and months 1, 2 and 3 using independent-
samples Mann–Whitney U nonparametric tests to examine between-
group differences. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to compare 
changes between pre-intervention and successive intervention 
months. Statistical significance was set at p=0.05.

Table 5: Mean CD4 count and % by intervention.

Study Group CD4 Count at 3 time points N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum

Group A (Control/signals off)

Before Enrollment 6 451.5 350.4 27 942

During Study 6 561.2 474 19 1320

Post-Study 6 480.5 401.6 28 1102

Group B (Intervention/signals on)

Before Enrollment 6 434.8 308.2 55 878

During Study 6 384.3 248.5 47 768

Post-Study 6 432.2 310.6 51 901

Study Group CD4 % at 3 time points N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum

Group A (Control/signals off)

Before Enrollment 6 22.20% 14.4 1 37

During Study 6 23.80% 15.7 1 42

Post-Study 6 22.70% 14.7 1 38

Group B (Intervention/signals on)

Before Enrollment 6 23.20% 15.4 2 40

During Study 6 23.20% 15 2 41
Post-Study 6 23.30% 15.7 2 42

randomization, six subjects went on to complete the entire protocol. 
(Table 3) shows pre-intervention demograph ics; anthropometrics 
were comparable between the MedMinder Group A reminder alarms 
off and Group B reminder alarms on.

Our protocol and IRB consent stated the study would last for 
23 weeks (161 days from the time of receiving the MedMinder). 
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However, mean time from receiving the MedMinder to completion 
was 227.5 +/- 131.7 days, as all subjects changed appointments and did 
not arrive to confirmed appointments. Despite monetary incentives 
and personal support, some participants were not communicative for 
weeks. In addition, there were complications with scheduled medical 
transportation for some families. Follow up outcomes were measured 
6 weeks after each subject’s final appointment. For data analysis, 
observations were made regarding the collected data, though due 
to the small sample size we did not calculate statistical significance. 
Feasibility of the program was examined during all aspects of 
participation. 

Adherence, viral load, and behavioral measures

As illustrated in (Table 4) using the Russell et al. algorithm [40], 
participants from both intervention groups Group a (alarm signals 
off) and Group B (alarm signals on) had improved medication 
adherence during the study. Although all participants showed some 
improvement, Group A participants demonstrated higher medication 
adherence (mean 40.1) percentages compared to Group B (34.7).

Group A showed a significant increase in CD4 number (Table 
5) compared to Group B’s decrease over the course of the study 
(p<0.05). One participant passed away during the study due to causes 
unrelated to study procedures but due to medication non adherence. 
When the participant who died is excluded from the data analysis, the 
remainder of the subjects had increased CD4 count means, increased 
CD4 percentage means, as well as decreased viral loads at the end of 
the study.

Discussion
The current work investigates the feasibility of using a Maya 

MedMinder electronic pillbox in conjunction with weekly 
motivational interviewing strategies to increase medication 
adherence in a population of adolescents with HIV infection with 
documented patterns of non adherence with their medications. The 
difficulty in recruitment and retention of this population illustrates 
challenges for the clinician to engage and intervene with patient’s 
non adherent to HIV medications. Barriers include family challenges, 
psychosocial concerns, finances, denial, comorbid mental health 
concerns, secrecy associated with the illness as well as other personal 
factors. Goals are to always overcome barriers to non adherence while 
also conveying respect and joining with the patient. It was anticipated 
that these families would welcome additional supports to overcome a 
significant hurdle for maintaining health. There was the recognition 
that recruitment and retention was most successful when the clinic 
team endorsed support of the study and the family appeared to trust 
the study team members. Patients who were able to comply with 
more frequent follow-up and provide regular attention to their day-
to-day adherence with medication had more success in improving 
their overall medication adherence. 

In this study, the control group and intervention group’s opinion 
and adherence aspects and procedures were tested for feasibility, 
consistency, and acceptability and there was self-reported tolerance of 
all procedures. Both intervention groups used a MedMinder (Group A 
with signals off and Group B with signals on) to measure the opening 
of the pill container. Participant experiences throughout the study 
were varied. The protocol worked best when participants arrived to 
scheduled appointments and participated in the regularly scheduled 

motivational interviewing phone calls. Behavioral questionnaires 
did not predict success in improving CD4 counts, CD4 percentages 
or viral load, but the higher the motivational enhancement Stage 
of Change was to maintenance level, the more likely the behavior 
changes led to improved adherence scores. 

Motivational enhancement approaches can support those 
adolescents with non adherence to HIV medication use and enhance 
motivation to change. The Pre-contemplation stagea“1” on the Stages 
of Change indicates the individual has not begun to think about 
change as an option and a “2”the Contemplation stage on the Stages 
of Change indicates recognition of the problem with ambivalence 
about change. The Determination stage “3” on the Stages of Change 
indicates the individual has decided to change their behavior, but has 
not actually made any changes. None of the subjects started above a 
3) determination stages. The participant with 4) Action stage made 
a change in behavior but was not yet comfortable with the change, 
or 5) Maintenance stage, indicating behavior had changed and 
requires less conscious effort, on the Stages of Change. Subjects who 
transitioned to the 4) Action or 5) Maintenance stages had higher 
CD4 percentages midway through the study than subjects who rated 
at the 1) Pre-contemplation or 2) Contemplation stages. Subjects who 
were ranked in the 4) Action or 5) Maintenance stage on the Stages 
of Change had much lower viral loads than those verbalized scores 
consistent withthe1) Pre-contemplation, 2) Contemplation, or 3) 
Determination stages.

When the participant who died is excluded from the data analysis, 
all subjects that completed the protocol had increased CD4 count 
means, increased CD4 percentage means, as well as decreased viral 
loads at the end of the study.

The most significant outcome of improved adherence came 
from observations of Stages of Change attitudes being at 4) Action 
or 5) Maintenance level. If the participant was able to verbalize 
the discrepancy between behavior and desired result of improved 
biologic markers of CD4 count and viral load then this led to the 
most favorable outcomes. This project was consistent with research 
that has demonstrated that MI is successful in motivating patients to 
change across a variety of problem domains, including adherence to 
prescribed treatment and HIV risk reduction [43]. A study examining 
group MI for HIV infected women found those with higher group 
attendance demonstrated better medication adherence outcomes [44]. 
Our findings were similar in that active engagement is recognized as 
being helpful in promoting adherence and verbal commitment to an 
action plan led to the most favorable outcomes.

The MedMinder technology allowed for this aspect of the research 
to be conducted. The use of technology for this protocol had distinct 
advantages and disadvantages. It was evident that knowing a provider 
was “watching” daily adherence (Group A) was enough for some 
patients to improve their adherence. Given the small size of the study, 
it is not clear if the alarm chime reminders (Group B) were useful as 
there was less improvement noted with this group. One participant 
verbalized that she was very annoyed with these sounds and with 
time really came to resent hearing it. The technology also provided 
disadvantages, as it was not always functional in rural communities 
where cellular service was minimal and there was cellular signal 
interference. In these situations, the MedMinder was not able to 
accurately transfer adherence data. This led to frequent texting 
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patients often to determine time of dosages and this may not have 
been reliable. A phone call to one participant found the grandmother 
was using the iPhone that was provided for the study participant. 

This feasibility project provided a chance to develop consistent 
practices to enhance data integrity and protection of human subjects 
including refinement of source documentation, informed consent 
procedures, data collection tools, regulatory reporting procedures, 
and monitoring/oversight procedures. Although the study was 
small and the degree of success expected was not realized, the 
feasibility of the procedures was established. Even when advanced 
technology is not available, MI strategies including being empathetic, 
differentiating between the patient’s goals and the desired change in 
behavior, avoiding arguments, working with any resistance instead of 
against it, and being supportive and optimistic that change is possible 
[15] can be useful. This small study highlights that technological tools 
and motivational enhancement strategies in teens and young adults 
who are non-adherent to HIV medication regimens can be useful 
approaches to use to improve health outcomes.

Limitations
A potential problem of any pilot study is recruitment of eligible 

participants, and results were disappointing for this pilot, which is a 
reflection that often those with non-adherence have other proprieties 
rather than promoting positive health care maintenance. The goal of 
recruiting 20 participants was not met and this may be due to the 
secrecy or embarrassment associated with the illness. A potential 
issue may be subject “technophobia”. However, the majority of 
teenagers and adults, irrespective of ethnicity or SES status, own 
or have operated a cell phone. The only requirement to operate the 
Maya MedMinder device is to open the pill container and have the 
transmitter plugged into an 110V wall outlet. Overall, the current 
methodology was successful with adolescents; however the protocol 
might be more effective in a different chronic illness with less stigma 
and secrecy. This is a small study that illustrated important challenges 
and potential solutions for working with youth or adults with a 
history of HIV medication non adherence feasibility. 
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